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1 Executive Summary 
 
This report documents the work of the Kent Active System Management (KASM) project team to complete Successful 
Delivery Reward Criterion (SDRC) 9.5: completion of trials and implementation of reliability management, outage 
management and network capacity management 

 

The KASM project has conducted a range of innovation trials to demonstrate more advanced operational and planning 

techniques for the 132kV and 33kV network in East Kent, located in the South Eastern Power Networks (SPN) licence 

area. These techniques include real-time contingency analysis (CA) and the use of forecasted load and generation data. 

CA is a valuable tool with which to predict the effect of outages on assets (e.g. failures of overhead lines or transformers), 

allowing engineers to take action to keep the distribution network secure and reliable. Under the KASM project, UK Power 

Networks has trialled the use of real-time CA and forecasting of load and generation on Great Britain’s (GB) electricity 

distribution network for the first time. 

 

The Contingency Analysis System (CAS) developed during the project, is an interactive software solution that analyses 

power flows on the transmission and distribution networks in the East Kent area and prepares CA studies within 

operational time frames. Aside from the CAS, the Forecasting Modules (FM) provide advanced generation and load 

forecasts for various sites on the distribution network. 

 

The CAS and FM enable grid operators to move away from worst-case scenarios during operation and planning, thus 
reducing the need for generation curtailment and releasing additional capacity for new connections on the distribution 
network, in line with the key criteria set out in the Project Direction at the beginning of the project. 
 
The project has developed a suite of innovative software including online state estimation, online CA, Look Ahead (LA) 
CA, offline CA and short-term forecasting tools. KASM has successfully demonstrated that these tools can assist in 
reducing generation curtailment and in releasing additional capacity for new connections onto the distribution network. 
Furthermore, the tools provide control engineers with critical information to operate the network efficiently in a landscape 
where distributed generation is significant.  
 

During the trial phase of the project, these software tools were trialled in three particular use cases: 

 

 Managing network reliability in real time 

 Managing the curtailment of generators in outage planning 

 Managing capacity for new connections 

The trials are covered in more detail later in this report. 
 
During the trial period (May-November 2017), the CAS successfully collected and analysed 13,329 cases.  Of those 
cases, 89% demonstrated a converging power flow solution.  This is considered to be a highly successful result in a real-
time environment, where no manual intervention is applied. For the 11,870 converging cases, UK Power Networks’ 
engineers were able to understand the sensitivity of 18 credible contingencies on the transmission and distribution 
network. This information is helpful to control engineers (who manage the network in real time) as it enables them to 
understand network conditions in the next credible fault scenario, which could be the fault on a transformer or fault on 
the main feeders. This additional information allows control engineers to be more prepared for future fault scenarios. In 
addition, as demonstrated during the trials, the tool provided the capability for control engineers to simulate switching on 
the network in real-time, which allows control engineers to confirm that any switching actions would not result in any 
network violations. In an environment, where bi-directional power flow is more common it will be harder for control 
engineers to understand the network in real-time therefore additional online tools are required. As shown in Error! 
Reference source not found. the software delivered the same output that 18 power system engineers could have 
produced in 6 months of work. 
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Figure 1 – The KASM CAS performed the same amount of power flow studies as 18 power system engineers could have done in six 

months 

 
 
The FM developed by KASM have allowed outage planners to move away from using worst-case assumptions – 
considered to be maximum generation and minimum demand occurring at the same time. Throughout the trial period the 
project has proven that approximately 3000MWh of planned curtailment could be removed by using forecasting tools. 
This has been demonstrated by analysing four outages which took place during the trial period. Although during the trial 
period outage planners continued to issue curtailment instructions based on worst case scenarios, the outage planners 
used the FM to re-assess the outages to understand the reduction in curtailment that could be achieved. The 3000MWh 
of reduced curtailment proven during the trial period is equivalent to the power required to power 1500 houses in Kent 
for six months as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Based on projections for planned outages in 2018 it is 
anticipated that the FM will help allow a conservative estimate of 8000MWh of distributed generation to export onto the 
distribution network. It is important to note that the accuracy of the forecasts is highly dependent on data inputs and can 
vary significantly across the sites used in the forecast. In order to move away from worst-case assumptions, it is important 
to understand the accuracy of each forecast before using the data to plan network outages.  
 

Figure 2 – The KASM FM helped reduce curtailment of renewable generation 
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The data collected from the real-time trials has informed network planners which contingencies are considered sensitive 
and which ones they should model when assessing new network connections. The historical network information 
collected during the trials also allows network planners to move away from worst-case scenarios, which do not fully 
account for coincidence of generation and demand. Using local network conditions captured by the CAS and the FM can 
allow small amounts of new generation to connect to primary substations which would previously have required significant 
amounts of reinforcement. Although these learnings allow for small amounts of additional generation to connect, the 
project has further confirmed that in order to fully move away from conservative scenarios, Distribution Network Operators 
(DNOs) require control of generation. This control can be in the form of an active network management scheme, a 
solution that is being rolled out across UK Power Networks’ licence areas to allow significant amounts of generation to 
connect under a cheaper, flexible (non-firm) connection. The project has compared the reinforcement required for firm 
connections for a number of generators with that required for flexible connections.  
 
During the design, development, testing and trialling of the CAS and FM, a number of lessons have been learned, which 
need to be considered for future implementations when selecting, designing and installing a CAS and FM. The following 
paragraphs describe some of the aspects to consider.  
 
When selecting, designing and installing CA and forecasting solutions, DNOs need to consider the requirements of each 
use case that the solution is being used for.  
 
When considering these tools for a control engineer, it is important to consider ease of use, as control engineers have 
little time available to perform offline power flow studies when managing the network in real time. It is also important to 
consider security aspects when installing software in the control room. Generally, control room environments are highly 
secure and require additional security measures to install new software. 
 
When selecting, designing and installing a solution for an outage planner and an infrastructure planner, it is important to 
ensure the solutions are flexible enough for engineers to simulate various future network conditions, and that any solution 
can interface seamlessly with existing DNO applications. 

 
In light of the success of the trials and the benefits the KASM solutions can provide, UK Power Networks plans to roll out 
the solutions across a wider network area in the next few years. For further information about UK Power Networks’ 
business design to roll out the CA and the FM to business as usual (BAU) please see our SDRC 9.6 report, which will 
be published in December 2017. 
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2 Definition of Terms 
 

Term Definition 

ANM Active Network Management 

BAU Business as Usual 

CA Contingency Analysis 

CAS Contingency Analysis System 

CIM Common Information Model 

DG Distributed Generation 

DMS Distribution Management System 

DNO Distribution Network Operator 

DSO Distribution System Operator 

EHV Extra High Voltage 

FDG Flexible Distributed Generation 

FM Forecasting Modules 

GB Great Britain  

GSP Grid Supply Point 

HV  High Voltage 

ICCP  Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol 

KASM Kent Active System Management 

LA Look Ahead 

LCNF Low Carbon Networks Fund 

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current 

MWh Mega Watt Hours 

MW Mega Watt 

NG National Grid 

Ofgem Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 

PV Photovoltaics  

RT Real Time 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SDRC Successful Delivery Reward Criterion 

SPN South Eastern Power Networks plc 

ST Study Mode 

TSO Transmission System Operator 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Project Background 

 

The KASM project has carried out a range of innovation trials to demonstrate more advanced operational and planning 

techniques for the 132kV and 33kV network in East Kent, located in the South Eastern Power Networks (SPN) licence 

area.  The project has delivered benefits that will span across various areas, including the enablement of low carbon 

generation, the deferral of capital-intensive reinforcement projects, and improved reliability of the network. 

 

The last few years have seen several Grid Supply Points (GSPs) come under pressure from the level of generation 

exporting its power onto the electricity network. The resulting reverse power flows represent an unconventional shift in 

the way the grid was originally designed to operate. In this new realm, sections of the network are not only supplying 

their own demand but are also exporting the surplus onto the transmission system. 

 

The area of East Kent used in this project contains four GSPs (of approximately 350 nationwide), and a fifth is being 

established in the area. It currently requires 34 critical contingency scenarios to be analysed in order to understand the 

network fully. The significant uptake of wind and solar generation in recent years, due to government incentives, and the 

presence of interconnectors connected to the transmission system, increases the number of generation patterns that 

need to be analysed.  There is no longer a simple ‘day of highest winter demand' and 'day of lowest summer demand'; 

there is more variation and hence a greater requirement to monitor all contingencies, and a growth in the number of 

GSPs affected. 

 

CA is a valuable tool with which to predict the effect of outages on assets (e.g. failures of overhead lines or transformers), 

allowing engineers to take action to keep the distribution network secure and reliable. UK Power Networks has trialled 

the use of real-time CA on GB’s electricity distribution network for the first time.  It was also the first trial of the 

implementation on a coordinated and interfaced basis with the electricity transmission network. 

 

The KASM project has demonstrated the value of the CAS and FM, in operational and planning time frames, on the 

network in East Kent.  The project conservatively estimates the net benefits to be £0.4m in the project trial area. Once 

proven successful, replicating this method across GB could conservatively provide net benefits of over £62m over the 

lifetime of the 45-year investment, when compared to BAU approaches. 

 

Total funding for the project is £3.9m, with £3.4m secured from Tier 2 funding under the Low Carbon Networks Fund 

(LCNF).  The remaining funding was provided by UK Power Networks (£450k) and its project partners (£50k). 
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3.2 Functional Trials 

 

The KASM project has been developed in line with the requirements of the business areas involved – Asset 

Management and Network Operations.  The trials described in this document focused on three use cases, as shown in 

Error! Reference source not found.. 

 
Table 1– KASM use cases 

Use Case Description 

Reliability Management 
Real-time monitoring of the network operation and mitigation of the 

effects of faults 

Outage Management 
Short-term operating conditions assessment for the network on 

planned maintenance  

Network Capacity Management 
Network capacity assessment and determination of reinforcement 

works to ensure reliable operations 

 

The purpose of the Reliability Management trials was to determine the operational framework and to assess the benefits 

of using the KASM software suite in real time in the network control room. Control room engineers have been trained in 

the use of the software and their feedback has been used to tailor the solution to their requirements. 

 

The Outage Management trials involved a comparison of the current methodology for outage planning with the proposed 

KASM methodology, which involves more advanced analysis based on historical and forecast data for generation, 

demand, High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) interconnector operation and power flows from the transmission network. 

The results of the benchmarking exercise between the existing and new outage planning methodology generated data 

that allowed the project team to quantify the benefit of using the proposed solution in terms of reduced generation 

curtailment. 

 

The data generated from the use of the KASM tools in Reliability Management and Outage Management allowed the 

development of a database that has been used to improve modelling processes in the Network Capacity Management 

trials. 

 

This report provides further information about each of the trials including the trial methodology and the results obtained. 
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3.3 Purpose of Document 

 

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate the completion and results from the KASM functional trials and to share 

key considerations for selecting, designing and installing CA and FM for each of the use cases referred to above. 

 

The content is a mix of technical and non-technical concepts that will help the reader understand how the project has 

been developed and the benefits that have been achieved. It is envisaged that this report will be of interest to: 

 

 The Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) 

 Distribution Network Operators (DNOs)  

 Transmission System Operators (TSOs) 

 Energy suppliers 
 Members of the public seeking to understand the benefits of using advanced CA and forecasting techniques in 

the ways demonstrated in this project  

The document provides useful insight into the importance of real-time CA and accurate forecasting of load and 

generation.  The key sections are set out below: 

 

 Section 4 describes the Reliability Management trials, including the trial methodology and the results obtained. 

In addition, it demonstrates data collection from the main 400kV substations (Grain, Kemsley, Canterbury North, 

Sellindge, Cleve Hill, Dungeness and Ninfield) located in the trial area and the sensitivity of contingencies on this 

network to voltage and thermal violations on the distribution network. 

 Section 5 describes the Outage Planning trials, including the trial methodology and the results obtained. Different 

case studies are used to demonstrate the benefits of using forecast load and generation to reduce curtailment 

of generation during planned network outages. 

 Section 6 describes the Capacity Management trials, including the trial methodology and the results obtained. In 

this section case studies have been analysed to identify how DNOs can move away from worst-case planning 

assumptions.  

 Section 7 describes the considerations for selecting, designing and installing CA and FM for each of the three 

use cases. 

 Section 8 presents the conclusions drawn from the trials.
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Error! Reference source not found. summarises the SDRC 9.5 criterion and related evidence points. It also guides the reader to the 

sections of this report where the evidence is presented.  
Table 2 - SDRC 9.5 criterion and related evidence points 

Criterion Evidence Supporting Evidence  Reference Section of this Report 

Completion of trials and 

implementation of 

reliability management, 

outage management 

and network capacity 

management 

Published results from functional trials and the 

achieved benefits in reduced distributed 

generation curtailment 

The trials successfully proved that real-time 

CA and forecasting techniques provide the 

fundamental tools to reduce distributed 

generation curtailment. 

Sections 4, 5 and 6 describe in detail 

how KASM achieved the benefits for 

each use case. Section 5 specifically 

focuses on the curtailment reduction. 

Published report demonstrating data collection 

from Grain, Kemsley, Cleve Hill, Canterbury 

North, Sellindge, Dungeness and Ninfield 

400kV network and sensitivity of the 

contingency analysis results to this data 

Data from National Grid’s (NG) network has 

been collected and used by the CA tool. In 

particular the CAS performed more than 

11,000 real-time power flow calculations 

from May to November 2017, using data 

from Kemsley, Canterbury North, Sellindge, 

Ninfield, Grain, Cleve Hill and Dungeness 

to demonstrate high reliability and 

sensitivity to changes on the 400kV 

network. 

Demonstration of data collection from 

the transmission system and sensitivity 

are reported in Section 4. 

List of connection offers that have been linked 

to reinforcement when assessed using 

conventional processes, and identification of 

those that have been revised to remove the 

reinforcement requirement after being 

assessed using the trialled methodology; 

quantification of the released network capacity 

based on the comparison of the above list; 

The KASM approach has highlighted that 

developing deterministic models will allow 

planners to move away from worst-case 

assumptions and accept additional demand 

without requiring reinforcement. In addition, 

flexible (non-firm) connections are 

considered to provide greater benefit for 

renewable generation sites. 

Section 6 summarises the studies 

undertaken on the new connection 

assessments and the quantification of 

the released capacity. 

Published report on considerations for 

selecting, designing and installing CA software 

for each use case. 

A number of considerations are described 

for selecting, designing and installing CA 

and forecasting solutions for each use 

case.  

These considerations are described in 

Section 7. 
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3.4 References 

 

This report has been developed in line with previous SDRC reports and should be read in conjunction with the 

documents listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 – References 

SDRC 

Number 
Document Name Author 

1 SDRC 9.1 - Strategy for Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP) 
Paresh Mehta, 

Robert Goldin 

2 SDRC 9.2 - Contingency Analysis System Integration 
Paresh Mehta, 

Alex Jakeman 

3 SDRC 9.3 - Installation of Forecasting Modules 
Alex Jakeman, 

Sam Sankaran 

4 
SDRC 9.4 - Demonstration of Use of Real-Time Contingency Analysis in the Control 

Room 

Alex Jakeman, 

Piotr Konopka 

6 
SDRC 9.6 - Development of Business Design to incorporate Contingency Analysis 

as Business as Usual 

Alex Jakeman, 

Marcel Volkerts 
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4 Network Reliability Management Trials  
 

This section provides an introduction to the functional trials, the trial methodology used, the results from the trials and 

other important considerations raised during the trial period.  

4.1 Introduction to Functional Trials  

 

The purpose of the Reliability Management trials was to determine the benefit of using the CAS and FM in the control 
room. Control engineers have been trained to use the software and their feedback has been used to tailor the solution 
to their requirements. During the trial period, the project team coordinated a number of software updates in the UK Power 
Networks control room. Following successful completion of SDRC 9.4 (Demonstration of use of real-time contingency 
analysis in the control room), a dedicated work station was made available for control engineers to trial the CAS and FM.  
 
During the trial period, a number of case studies were used to analyse the benefits of the tools. Descriptions of these 
case studies and the results are reported in the following subsections. The trials manager defined the reference case 
studies jointly with the selected trial participants. These case studies demonstrated the key features of the software.  

 

A summary of the case studies is presented in Table 4 and overleaf. 

 
Table 4 - Case studies for Network Reliability Management 

Case 

Study # 
Case Study Name Current Process KASM Process 

1 Real-time monitoring  

Real-time measurements available 

at certain locations 

 

Alarms raised after violations occur  

Full visibility of power flow across the 

network through state estimation and 

contingency analysis 

 

Proactive management of the network 

prior to faults.  

2 Ninfield – Breaker 105 
Switching actions based on offline 

studies and experience 

Real-time simulation pre switching 

action using CAS study mode 

3 
Eurotunnel (Sellindge) 

– Breaker 680 

Switching actions based on offline 

studies and experience 

Real time simulation pre switching 

action using CAS study mode 

4 Ninfield – Breaker 305 
Switching actions based on offline 

studies and experience 

Real time simulation pre switching 

action using CAS study mode 

5 
12 hours ahead 

monitoring  

Offline simulations on assumed 

scenarios 

Real time power flow for future trends of 

network topology 
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Case Study 1: Assessment of the benefits of having real-time state estimation and CA available in the control 

room. Control engineers now have full visibility of power flows on the network and understand potential post-fault 

violations for the contingencies set in the CAS.  

 

Case Study 2: Assessment in real time of network status during a switching action and change of network 

topology at Ninfield 132kV substation. This planned outage of two hours involved maintenance works on the 132kV 

circuit breaker 105 located in Ninfield substation. The control engineers used the CAS in order to validate and confirm 

the consequences of opening the circuit breakers involved (no. 105 in Ninfield and no. 1 in Hastings substation).  

 

Case Study 3: Assessment in real time of network status during a switching action and change of network 

topology of Eurotunnel 132kV UK Power Networks lines. In this study the control engineers tested the sensitivity of 

the software to changes on the transmission network. In particular they tested the effect of closing breaker 680 on the 

132kV network.  This study demonstrated the ability of the CAS to provide an indication of potential violation due to a 

change in transmission line status.  

 

Case Study 4: Assessment in real time of network status during a switching action and change of network 

topology of Ninfield 132kV substation. This planned outage of two hours involved maintenance works on the 132kV 

circuit breaker 305 located at Ninfield substation. The control engineers used the CAS in order to validate and confirm 

the consequences of opening the circuit breakers involved (no. 305 in Ninfield and no. 2 in Hastings substation).  

 

Case Study 5: Assessment of future status of the distribution network. Control engineers used the CAS to perform 

possible future scenarios of the network in order to inform the next shift of control engineers about the key risk situations 

that may arise during the next 12 hours. 

 

Results and benefits of the case studies are reported in Section 4.3. 
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4.2 Trial Methodology 

 

The CAS is an interactive software solution that analyses power flows on the transmission and distribution networks in 

the East Kent area and prepares CA studies within operational time frames (Real Time (RT), Look Ahead (LA) and Study 

modes). Aside from state estimation and CA, the FM provide advanced generation and load forecasting. Deployment of 

the solution in East Kent allows control room engineers to manage network reliability more effectively and efficiently. 

 

During the trial period, the CAS operated on a periodic 15-minute cycle, providing control engineers with up-to-date 
information regarding the current network state and the state of the network under various contingencies. The extra high 
voltage (EHV) control engineer had access to the CAS and used the tool to validate a number of key assumptions. 
Although during the trial period none of the assumptions that control engineers used from the current processes were 
proved to be incorrect, it did provide validation of these high-level calculations. As power flows on the distribution network 
become increasingly complex due to increasing amounts of distributed generation (DG), control engineers will require 
real-time support tools in order to make correct decisions. They will no longer be able to rely on high-level calculations.  
 
The trial methodology did not focus on tangible benefits. The key factor in determining the benefits of the tool was the 
feedback provided by control engineers.  

4.3 Results – Higher Network Reliability with Real-Time CA 

 

The results of the real-time Network Reliability Management trials are reported below. 

 
Table 5 – Network Reliability Management trial results 

Case Study # Case Study Name Results 

1 Real-time monitoring  
Control engineers moved from a reactive to a proactive approach 

to potential contingencies, increasing their level of readiness. 

2 Ninfield – Breaker 105 
Control engineers were able to assess the future secure status of 

the network before executing the required switching action. 

3 
Eurotunnel (Sellindge) – 

Breaker 680 

Control engineers were able to assess the future secure status of 

the network before executing the required switching action. 

4 Ninfield – Breaker 305 
Control engineers were able to assess the future secure status of 

the network before executing the required switching action. 

5 
12 hours ahead 

monitoring  

Control engineers were able to inform the next shift managers of 

major predicted events on the network 12 hours in advance. 

 

Case Study 1 

 

The control engineers were able to assess the status of the network using the Contingency Analysis Detail Report. The 

CAS presented the listed contingencies in real time and identified whether these contingencies were considered secure 

or insecure. The reported results informed the control engineers on the level of reliability of the network, meaning they 

were better prepared if one of the pre-determined contingencies occurred. 
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Case Study 2 

 

A field engineer required the control engineer to open beaker 105, located at Ninfield substation. Prior to executing 

switching, the control engineer performed the action in the CAS. From simulating the action in the CAS, it was clear that 

no thermal or voltage violations would result from this network change. This knowledge is of benefit to control engineers 

as it allows for safer, more secure network management, preventing unexpected voltage or thermal violations that could 

cause customer interruptions.  

 

Case Study 3 

 

A field engineer required the control engineer to open beaker 680, dedicated for Eurotunnel supply at Sellindge 

substation. Prior to executing switching, the control engineer performed the action in the CAS. From simulating the action 

in the CAS, it was clear that no thermal or voltage violations would result from this network change.  This knowledge is 

of benefit to control engineers as it allows for safer, more secure network management, preventing unexpected voltage 

or thermal violations that could cause customer interruptions.  

 

Case Study 4 

 

A field engineer required a control engineer to open beaker 305, located at Ninfield substation, for planned maintenance 

works. Prior to executing switching, the control engineer performed the action in the CAS. From simulating the action in 

the CAS, it was clear that no thermal or voltage violations would result from this network change. This knowledge is of 

benefit to control engineers as it allows for safer, more secure network management, preventing unexpected voltage or 

thermal violations that could cause customer interruptions. 

 

Case Study 5 

 

The control engineer used the CAS LA mode to evaluate the possible future status of the network in order to inform the 

next shift of control engineers about the key risk situations that could arise over the next 12 hours. The analysis was 

completed by assessing the status chart of the CAS LA module. During this scenario no insecure contingencies were 

identified and the control engineer was able to inform the next shift engineer of these results.  

 

Figure 3 shows the CAS and FM being trialled in the UK Power Networks control room.  

 
Figure 3 – The KASM application in the UK Power Networks control room 
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Appendix 9.1 provides more detail on Case Study 4.  

 

4.4 Data Collection and Sensitivity on the Transmission Network 

 

The CAS is able to perform real-time CA simulations on the NG network (275kV and 400kV) based on the real-time data 

available through the Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP) link which was developed as part of the 

KASM project. Further information about the ICCP link can be found in our SDRC 9.1 report KASM SDRC 9.1 – 

Development of the strategy for ICCP for the purposes of KASM. 

 

Faults and outages on the 400kV network are considered most disruptive for distribution networks. Major topology 

reconfigurations are required when they occur, therefore the correct simulation of these scenarios is fundamental for 

maintaining the high reliability of the 132kV, 33kV and 11kV network.  

 

Currently, the process is based on offline calculations performed two weeks ahead of the scheduled outage notified by 

the outage planners. The outputs of these studies inform the control engineers of the assumed future status of the 

network and provide corrective actions in case of critical contingencies. These simulations rely on a number of 

assumptions related to the 400kV and 275kV network, namely: 

 

 Expected power injections by NG at specific GSPs 

 Expected voltage profiles on the 400kV and 275kV bus bars at specific GSPs  

 Expected 400kV and 275kV network topology  

All of these assumptions are defined and released to UK Power Networks two weeks ahead so there is sufficient time 

for outage planners to assess the security of the network using offline network modelling techniques.  

 

The CAS introduced a new method for assessing these contingencies – moving from a set of reactive actions to a 

proactive process, as shown in Figure 4. The CAS evaluates the effect of a potential outage/fault on the 400kV network 

every 15 minutes in order to identify the risk of that contingency, and indicates the worst affected area to the control 

engineers. 
Figure 4 – Current process and KASM process 

UK Power Networks increased the resilience of the distribution network by performing real-time CA and 

forecasting network stability based on future load and generation.  The CAS provides short-term analysis 

capabilities that allow control engineers to reinforce or change their decisions on real-time network 

management. 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/kent-active-system-management/Project-Documents/KASM+-+development+strategy.pdf
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/kent-active-system-management/Project-Documents/KASM+-+development+strategy.pdf
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The new process for assessing the status of the network is based on real-time data collected from the 400kV, 275kV and 

distribution network (132kV, 33kV and 11kV), to give control engineers better knowledge of the network in major stress 

cases. 

 
During the trial period, the contingencies on the 400kV networks were constantly monitored and analysed using the CAS. 
These observations permitted a better understanding of the effect of 400kV faults or outages downstream, on the 
distribution network. For example, the loss of a 400kV connection between Sellindge and Canterbury North means the 
loss of a fundamental part of the transmission network, therefore a thermal or voltage violation is reported downstream 
(overload on Herne Bay Grid 132/33kV). As  Figure 5 demonstrates, the CAS performed the load flow based on real-
time data and judged the status of that potential situation as critical. Other contingencies such as Kemsley-Canterbury 
400kV are considered secure, in line with the N-1 design criteria of the network1. 
 

 Figure 5 – Real-time CA analysis of the 400kV network 

 
  

                                                      
1 N-1 criterion is a minimum system security measure that the distribution network operator should model the network 
to address redundancy avoiding potential power interruptions and/or system failure. 
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 shows a typical residual error report provided by the CAS and includes the 400kV network. 
 

Figure 6 – Screenshot of 400kV data collection from Grain, Kemsley, Canterbury North, Sellindge, Dungeness and Ninfield 
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The automatically calculated contingencies are updated every 15 minutes; therefore, when the topology and the real-

time data changes, the same contingency will be assessed as a violation or as secure, allowing the user to record the 

robustness of the distribution network to events on the transmission network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Key Considerations during Functional Trials 

 

During the Reliability Management trial, the trials manager used feedback from control engineers to continuously improve 

the solution to meet users’ requirements. The feedback ranged from graphical presentation of results to incorrect data 

inputs being displayed. One of the most challenging issues was around data quality, and this is explained in more detail 

in Section 4.5.1. Another key challenge was associated with accessing the full range of transmission network analogues. 

Due to data confidentiality concerns, a number of third-party data items could not be shared by NG. The project team 

continues to work with NG and other key stakeholders to overcome this challenge. 

4.5.1 Real-Time Data Quality 

 

The CAS works with real-time data that is processed and transferred from PowerOn. This data set is made up of 

measurements and component parameters, such as transformers, switchgear and lines, that are constantly updated and 

visible to the control engineers. Figure 7 shows the key data inputs that ensure accurate state estimation results from 

the CAS.  
Figure 7 – Accurate state estimation factors 

       
 

The quality of voltage, current and power measurements is subject to the reliability of these readings on-site and over 

time some of these measurement points drift from initial calibration points. If the data is incorrect or inaccurate due to 

errors in measurements or a broken sensor, the state estimation will decrease its accuracy. Therefore, even if the power 

flow engine is performing well, the results may decrease their value. 

 

Two examples of data quality issues encountered during the trial are presented in Appendix 9.4. 

 

The KASM software was able to perform CA on the distribution network and to demonstrate its sensitivity 

to changes on the 400kV network. This provided a useful indication of the robustness of the distribution 

network to events on the transmission network. 
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Section 7 of this report describes a number of considerations that affect the selection, design and installation of CA tools 

for a control room engineer.  

4.5.2 Data Exchange with Transmission Network Operators 

 

The ICCP link with NG provided additional visibility of the transmission network, allowing the control engineers to view 

power flows and switch statuses. However, due to data privacy issues, NG was unable to share real-time power flow 

data associated with transmission connected generators or interconnectors. It is expected that using this additional data 

will improve the accuracy of the state estimation on the transmission network. UK Power Networks has discussed 

opportunities to share this data at the Grid Code Development Forum and is currently writing a Grid Code Modification 

Proposal which will allow all DNOs to access these datasets in the future.  

 
Table 6 – ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity) overview 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Data quality can significantly affect the value that state estimation and CA tools provide to control 

engineers.  
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5 Outage Management Trials 
 

The following section provides an introduction to the functional trials, the trial methodology used, the results obtained 

and other important considerations raised during the trial period.  

5.1 Introduction to Functional Trials 

 

In outage planning, curtailment is a solution that has been used to maintain secure status of the network in the East Kent 

area. The Outage Management trials compared the current methodology (network status assessment based on offline 

calculations) for outage planning (a few weeks ahead) with the proposed KASM methodology which uses forecast data 

for generation and demand. The case studies described in the following subsection were focused on avoiding 

unnecessary curtailment to distributed generators. 

 

When planning the trials the trial manager and the outage managers defined case studies that most accurately reflected 
outages on the East Kent network where curtailment could be required. The outages described in Table 7 are actual 
planned outages and part of the scheduled works in the SPN Outage Plan 2017. 
 
The project team successfully identified scenarios where curtailment was necessary using conventional assessment 
methods and could actually be reduced using the KASM solutions. The case studies are described overleaf and are 
indicative reductions in curtailment. Due to numerous external factors, a limited number of outages were required during 
the KASM trial period. When planning the trials it was anticipated that significant outages would be required to 
accommodate the NEMO Link interconnector (an interconnector which links UK and Belgium – due to be commissioned 
in 2019). As a result, a significant reduction in curtailment was issued to distributed generators this summer, reflecting 
postponed outages on the network.   
 
Figure 8 shows the predicted curtailment that was forecast at the start of the outage season in 2016 and compares this 
with the actual curtailment applied in that year. It also shows the predicted curtailment that was expected at the start of 
the outage season in 2017 and compares this to the actual curtailment applied to generators.  
 

Figure 8 – East Kent curtailment during 2016 and 2017 

 
From the predicted 2017 outages, four outages requiring curtailment occurred during the trial period. These are shown 

in Table 7 as case studies. Although Case Study 1 lies outside the original trial period, we have been able to analyse 

this retrospectively.  
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Table 7 - Outage Management trials – case studies 

Case Study # Case Study Name Period Comment 

1 CANTERBURY - SELLINDGE 7 April 2017 NG maintenance on MC 1 

2 
CANTERBURY NORTH - 

CANTERBURY SOUTH 

11-13 August 

2017 
Fibre installation on PMA route 

3 HERNE BAY 132/33KV GT1 
13-15 August 

2017 
Transformer and diverter maintenance 

4 
CANTERBURY NORTH - 

KEMSLEY 400KV CIRCUIT 

27 September-

6 October 

2017 

Terminal tower construction for new circuit 

 

During the trial period, all of these outages were assessed using the conventional process and compared with the KASM 

trial process which uses the FM. The conventional process is based on offline simulation of the network using DigSILENT 

PowerFactory (UK Power Networks’ EHV power systems modelling tool) and the input data received by NG’s outage 

planners. The new process uses the forecast output at 24 hours ahead for distributed generation from the FM rather than 

the maximum capacity. A detailed description of the FM is provided in our SDRC 9.3 report KASM SDRC 9.3 – Installation 

of forecasting modules. This SDRC focuses on the successful installation and integration of FM in the DNO control room.  

5.2 Trial Methodology on reducing the Distributed Generation Curtailment  

 

The trial methodology was designed and agreed with input from the SPN outage planning manager. During the trials the 

outage planner and trials manager compared the decisions made using current practices and decisions made after using 

outputs from the FM.  

 

Under current worst-case assumptions, all load and generation profiles are pre-set values based on historical recorded 

data from Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). In particular, due to the natural uncertainty of the 

renewables resources, the wind and photovoltaic (PV) generators are constantly set at their maximum capacity. This 

means that the process overestimates the stress that the network might face, leading the outage planners to conservative 

conclusions such as curtailment of generators. 

 

The FM are able to provide a forecast of generation profiles and load profiles based on forecast weather conditions 

(received from the Met Office). These projections can extend from zero hours to five days ahead. Extracting this data 

and using it in the offline analysis allowed outage planners to move away from the pre-set worst case to realistic case.  

 

It is important to consider the accuracy of the forecaster when using the output in the power flow model. During the trials 

the forecaster was analysed in order to understand the safety factors applied.  

 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show two examples of forecasts for wind and PV generators. The figures are annotated with 

numbers, which are explained in this section. The blue line (1) represents the forecast power output 24 hours ahead, the 

orange dotted line (2) represents the recorded generation in real time and the red area (5) represents the forecasting 

estimation error. The forecast is expressed in Mega Watts (MW) (4) produced in 24 hours (3) and immediately below are 

error analysis outputs such as RMSE (root-mean-square error) (6), site capacity (7), maximum estimated error (8) and 

minimum estimated error (9). 
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Figure 9 – Output forecast for a wind generator 

 
 
 

Figure 10 –  Output forecast for a PV generator 
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5.3 Results – Curtailment Reduction using Forecasting Techniques 

 

Introducing the forecast output of renewables generators, the outage planners and the trial manager were able to simulate the real worst case for the distribution 

network. Each case was simulated using PowerFactory. The forecast peak for each site during the forecast period was set as an input in the power flow model. 

 

The results from using the forecast outputs are shown in Table 8. 

 
Table 8 – Benefits of using forecast data to reduce curtailment 

Case 

Study # 
Case Study Name Time Current Process KASM Process Duration 

Renewable Energy Release 

to the Network by KASM  

1 CANTERBURY – SELLINDGE April 2017 
Reduction of generator 

export 49.5MW 

No curtailment 

required 
7 hours +90 MWh 

2 
CANTERBURY NORTH – 

CANTERBURY SOUTH 

August 

2017 

Reduction of generator 

export 49.5MW 

No curtailment 

required 
60 hours +800 MWh 

3 HERNE BAY 132/33KV GT1 
August 

2017 

Reduction of generator 

export 49.5MW 

No curtailment 

required 
24 hours +350 MWh 

4 
CANTERBURY NORTH – 

KEMSLEY 400KV CIRCUIT 

September 

2017 

Reduction of generator 

export 80MW 

No curtailment 

required 
90 hours +2100 MWh 

 

Using the forecaster, more informed decisions were made and by applying the outputs of the forecaster (including a margin of safety) no curtailment was required 

to the generators. The total distributed generation curtailment reduction was calculated at 3,340MWh. Assuming a conservative value of £80/MWh, this equates to 

a benefit of £267k for customers during the trial period. During the trial period, outage planners still issued curtailment instructions based on worst-case scenario 

assumptions, due to the uncertainty of the forecaster. However, as the project has now clearly identified the accuracy of the forecaster, it is expected that the outage 

planners will use forecast data for any 2018 outages in the trial area.  

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 9.3 provides a detailed run through of the analysis performed for Case Study 3. 

 

UK Power Networks is able to simulate the real worst case during an outage by predicting the generation profile of distributed generation connected 

to its network.  This allowed the outage planners to assess the reduction of required curtailment, allowing more renewable energy to the network. 
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5.4 Key Considerations during Functional Trials 

 

During the trial period, the outage planning manager and the trials manager focused on understanding the forecast 

accuracy and reliability, as this was a critical factor in determining the value provided by the FM. This is explained in 

more detail in the following subsection.   

5.4.1 Safety Factors and Error Analysis 

 
The benefit of the FM is highly dependent on the level of accuracy it can provide. There are a number of aspects to 

consider when understanding the accuracy of the FM. If it has high error rates over an extended period of time, the end 

user will need to apply a high ‘factor of safety’ to account for these errors prior to using the output of the forecast in their 

modelling tools. From the analysis performed, the accuracy of forecasters can differ significantly between load, solar and 

wind generation.  

 

The following graphs demonstrate the range in accuracy that has been achieved over the trial period. Figure 11 shows 

a comparison of observed power (the x-axis) against the difference between observed and forecast/predicted power 

output (the y-axis). The graph demonstrates low errors across the range of observed powers. The data points above the 

red dotted line indicate when the forecaster has underpredicted the output of the generator and the data points below 

the red dotted line indicate when the forecaster has overpredicted the output of the generator. In the context of outage 

management, it is important to avoid the forecaster underpredicting the output of the generator. This is because an 

underprediction will result in more power being exported onto the network than what was accounted for by the outage 

planners.  

Figure 11 – Wind Generator 1, low errors in forecast 
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Figure 12 shows the accuracy of another generator, which has significantly lower levels of accuracy. It can be noted 
that in a number of cases, when the observed power was zero, the FM predicted high power exports from the 
generator. This is thought to be due to the generator taking an outage of plant which has not been taken into account 
by the forecaster. This behaviour will exist in the training data sets used to train the machine learning algorithms and 
can be a cause of reducing levels of accuracy. 
 

Figure 12 – Wind Generator 2, high errors in forecast 
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Although the graphs in Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the error levels at specific points in time, it is important to consider 

if the peak of a forecast is predicted in close proximity to the actual peak observed. When analysing Figure 9 and Figure 

10 it can be noted that the peak has been forecast with good accuracy but the intermediate forecast points may have 

significant errors.  When planning network outages it is important to ensure that the peaks are forecast accurately within 

the period, as these will be the values used by the outage planner.  

 

Using this information, outage planners are able to move away from an unrealistic worst case to a realistic and safe 

worst case, reducing or removing the curtailment to generators as a direct benefit.  

 

 

  

1) The accuracy of any forecasting module is strongly dependent on the set of data used for 

training the forecasting algorithm.  

2) From an outage planning use case it is important to forecast the peak generation output to avoid 

any under predictions being used for outage planning 
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6 Network Capacity Management Trials 
 

The following section provides an introduction to the functional trials, the trial methodology used, the results obtained 

and other important considerations raised during the trial period.  

6.1 Introduction to Functional Trials 

 

East Kent is an area where the distribution network is facing capacity constraints due to the high penetration of distributed 
generation. New firm connections require significant asset reinforcement and several studies have been performed in 
order to identify the best solution to this problem. The trials approached this issue by assessing new firm and flexible 
connections in the area. In particular the data generated during trials allowed the development of a demand/generation 
trends database which resulted in a deterministic model for Network Capacity Management. This database has been 
embedded in the FM with a data export function for statistical analysis in terms of maximum and minimum recorded 
power values.  
 
The KASM tools have been trialled by the infrastructure planners involved, with support from the trials manager. The 
complete suite (the CAS and the FM) has been developed based on their initial user requirements. 

 

The current assessment process for new connections in East Kent is based on offline power flow simulations in order to 

assess the required reinforcement of the distribution network. This process is based on several assumptions on demand 

and generation combinations, as summarised below: 

 

 Daylight Minimum demand (minimum network demand during peak of solar radiation) 

 GB Minimum demand 

 Primary Maximum Scenario (maximum network demand) 

 Renewable resources generators exporting at maximum capacity 

The project analysed the data on demand and generation outputs in East Kent in order to move away from the historical 

worst-case scenario (set in 2015 and replicated in the studies) to an improved worst case which recognises that maximum 

generation and minimum demand may not happen at the same time for selected areas, as was previously observed in 

the Outage Planning trial. 

 

Two methodologies were described and applied during the trials period. The first one maintained the 2015 assumptions 

set at the beginning of the project and aimed to release capacity for new connections by providing additional knowledge 

of the coincidence of demand and generation on the network. The second method was based on a flexible connection 

approach that applies this knowledge to assess the expected level of curtailment of the generator, in order to unlock 

generation capacity in East Kent. 

6.2 Trial methodology 1 – Firm Connections 

 

Firm connections are generators that are allowed to export power to the distribution networks without limitation when the 

network has a secure status. Visibility of demand and generator profiles allows infrastructure planners to optimise their 

network design according to the needs of customers.   

 

As described in the outage planning section, the FM developed during the project have recorded the actual behaviour of 

the network in terms of demand values every 30 minutes since 2015. In addition, all generator profiles connected to the 

33kV and 132kV network in East Kent have been recorded at the same granularity. This data is available in the database 

of the FM. Using the Min/Max export data function, the infrastructure planners have been able to extract the load extremes 

based on the local area under study. Understanding this data has made it possible to identify when the minimum load 

occurred and to define the actual minimum demand of the primary substations involved in the assessment.  
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In relation to PV generation, the worst case was considered to be under the pre-set Daylight Minimum scenario. Where 

the extracted minimum load by the KASM forecaster was greater than the Daylight Minimum, the planners were able to 

simulate a more accurate scenario that could release capacity after the required power system stability analysis. 

 

A demonstration of the methodology applied in the assessments is reported in Figure 13. As previously stated, maximum 

generation and minimum demand do not occur at the same time. For example, substation minimum demand could occur 

at 3pm when the PV output is at 30% of its capacity, and maximum PV output could be reached when demand is at 50% 

of its maximum recorded value. In the example below, the recorded maximum peaks of PV generation are compared 

with the minimum demand occurring at the same time stamp. The result is that the most onerous scenario is considered 

when the difference in generation and demand is greater than the other’s time stamps. 

 
Figure 13 – New minimum demand calculation example 

PV SITE MAX GENERATION      

 MW Date Time     

PV Max output #1 9.3 24/05/2017 11:30  DIFFERENCE GENERATION-DEMAND 

PV Max output #2 9.26 21/03/2017 12:00  Δ Gen-Dem   

PV Max ouput #3 9.24 24/05/2017 13:00  3.54 24/05/2017 11:30 

     2.42 21/03/2017 12:00 

LOCAL PRIMARY DEMAND (LITTLE COMMON 11KV)  3.53 24/05/2017 13:00 

 MW Date Time     

PV Max output #1 5.76 24/05/2017 11:30    

PV Max output #2 6.84 21/03/2017 12:00  NEW MINIMUM 

PV Max ouput #3 5.71 24/05/2017 13:00  5.76 MW on 02/07/2017 @ 11:30 

Table 9 shows the comparison of the new calculated minimum with the minimum recorded in the pre-set scenarios 

(Daylight minimum). 

 
Table 9 – Daylight minimum load vs new observed load in KASM 

Daylight Minimum Daylight Timestamp KASM Minimum KASM Timestamp 

5.34 MW 06/08/2017 15:00 5.76 MW 24/05/2017 11:30 

By observing the difference, a firm capacity of 0.42MW could be released to the network for new connections. These 

studies are based on 2015 approved assessment processes and knowledge of the network.  
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This capacity is subject to asset limits and has been analysed in detail using the list of possible connections shown in 

Table 10. During the trial period, no suitable connection requests were received and so the infrastructure planners 

assessed the benefits using realistic future connection requests.  

 
Table 10 – Infrastructure planning case studies 

Case study # Case study name Location 

1 New 11kV PV Connection Ninfield 33kV – Little Common 11kV 

2 New 11kV PV Connection Sittingbourne Grid 33kV – Sittingbourne Town 11kV 

3 New 11kV PV Connection Sittingbourne Grid 33kV 

4 New 11kV Wind Connection Sittingbourne Grid 33kV – Sittingbourne Town 11kV 

5 New 11kV Demand Connection Ashford Grid 33kV – Ninfield 33kV – Sellindge 33kV 

The results of this analysis are reported in Section 6.4. 

6.3 Trial Methodology 2 – Flexible Connections 

 

As mentioned in previous sections, KASM looked at the coincidence of generation and demand in order to find a 

resolution for the limited capacity in the East Kent area. In line with these assumptions, during the development phase 

of the project, UK Power Networks proposed a new methodology for assessing and accepting connections in the East 

Kent Area – known as “Flexible Distributed Generation” or “FDG”. 

 

With a flexible DG connection the DNO has the ability to control the generator’s output (real power in most instances) 

to ensure that the network remains within operating limits.  To achieve this, the following requirements must be satisfied:  

1. Increased monitoring and control is required.  The control system responsible for delivering the flexible 

functionality is described as an Active Network Management (ANM) system in this report. The ANM system 

receives measurements from various locations on the network, including the participating generators, and 

autonomously regulates export from participating generators to maintain the network within safe operating 

conditions.  Communication links between the customer’s site, constraint locations and the location of the ANM 

are also critical components of the technical solution.  

2. A ‘flexible’ connection agreement between the customer and the DNO is required.  This introduces the concept 

of interruptibility, as the contracted capacity can be interrupted by the DNO at any time.    

UK Power Networks is currently rolling out the FDG connections approach to its networks and the East Kent area has 

been opened up for this approach since 26 June 2017. 

 

A prior knowledge of load and generation profiles in the area where new sites are to be connected allowed infrastructure 

planners to propose an estimated yearly generation curtailment based on the point of connection and the capacity of the 

proposed site. 
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 Table 11 presents the list of potential connection offers that might be requested in the area under study. Notably, one 

connection offer (Generator 1) has been received and approved by UK Power Networks. 

 
 Table 11 – List of FDG connections 

Generators # Capacity (MW) Point of Connection  Type 

1 25MW B2 Richborough Grid 33kV Renewable 

2 6.25MW Front Ashford Grid 33kV Renewable 

3 6.25MW B1 Herne Bay Grid 33kV Renewable 

4 6.25MW B1 Rye Grid 33kV Renewable 

5 6.25MW B1 Thanet Grid 33kV Renewable 

6 6.25MW B1 Ruckinge Grid 33kV Renewable 

7 6.25MW B2 Canterbury South 33kV Renewable 

8 6.25MW B2 Folkestone Grid 33kV Renewable 

9 6.25MW B2 Baldslow 11kV Renewable 

10 6.25MW B2 Sellindge Local 33kV Renewable 

11  6.25MW B2 Morehall 132/11kV Renewable 

12 6.25MW Rear B2 Betteshanger Grid 33kV Renewable 

13 6.25MW B3 Maidstone Grid 33kV Renewable 

6.4 Trial Methodology 1 – Results 

 
Application of the logic described in Section 6.2 allowed for the installation of more renewable generation based on 

specific geographical locations where the minimum local demand allows a relaxation of the current pre-set worst case 

scenario. 

 

The studies demonstrated that no reinforcement was required where a generator or an aggregate of capacity of 

approximately less than 1MW was connected to the network (see Table 12). This capacity is subject to specific points of 

connection indicated in the location column of the table. The amount of capacity on the 33kV and 132kV network that 

might be released is considered to be limited by the asset rating. These ratings are not dependent on demand and 

generation profiles and therefore new firm connections will require reinforcement based on the new site installed capacity, 

regardless of the coincidence of generation and demand. 

 
Table 12 – Infrastructure planning trial results 

Case 

study # 
Case study name Location Available capacity 

1 
New 11kV PV 

Connection 
Ninfield 33kV – Little Common 11kV Up to 1.25 MW 

2 
New 11kV PV 

Connection 

Sittingbourne Grid 33kV – Sittingbourne 

Town 11kV 
Up to 0.7 MW 

3 
New 11kV PV 

Connection 
Sittingbourne Grid 33kV Up to 1.33 MW 

4 
New 11kV Wind 

Connection 

Sittingbourne Grid 33kV – Sittingbourne 

Town 11kV 
Up to 0.7 MW 

5 
New 11kV Demand 

Connection 

Ashford Grid 33kV – Ninfield 33kV – 

Sellindge 33kV 
Up to 0.5MW 

The infrastructure planners are able to accept new connections where the network has upstream constraints that 

would, under normal circumstances, result in generation being unable to connect, e.g. fault level constraints, thermal 

constraints, reverse power constraints and transmission constraints. As a result of the KASM studies, UK Power 
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Networks has set a 200KW limit on the amount of generation it would be prepared to connect whilst network 

constraints were in place. 

 

This has provided infrastructure planners with sufficient confidence to permit small-scale generation connections to the 

EHV networks ahead of the constraints being removed. 

 

As previously stated, this methodology is based on assumptions set at the beginning of the KASM project, in 2015. 

During the last couple of years, several process updates have been agreed by UK Power Networks in terms of assessing 

network capacity. Notably, in 2017, infrastructure planners moved to an assessment based on minimum demand that is 

expected to drop down to zero in subsequent years. This is due to the high penetration of renewable resources at 

domestic and small industrial scale, as well as the application of energy-efficient technologies such as LED lighting and 

heat pumps. These loads are very unpredictable and hence the current process imposes a zero demand trend scenario 

for future application to mitigate this uncertainty. 

 

For the reasons stated above, an FDG arrangement is considered to be the optimal solution for future network 

development.   

6.5 Trial Methodology 2 – Results 

 

Using a flexible approach demonstrated that there are virtually no limits to the capacity that can be released to the area. 

The practical limit is defined by aligning customers’ business plans with the expected level of curtailment. The KASM 

study developed for 2017 applied the assumptions described in Section 6.3 and set a target maximum released capacity 

of 100MW. 

 

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 13. 

 
Table 13 – FDG curtailment for East Kent 

Generators # Capacity (MW) Point of Connection Type Curtailment in % 

1 25MW B2 Richborough Grid 33kV Renewable 8.38% 

2 6.25MW Front Ashford Grid 33kV Renewable 8.62% 

3 6.25MW B1 Herne Bay Grid 33kV Renewable 0.64% 

4 6.25MW B1 Rye Grid 33kV Renewable 8.62% 

5 6.25MW B1 Thanet Grid 33kV Renewable 8.38% 

6 6.25MW B1 Ruckinge Grid 33kV Renewable 8.62% 

7 6.25MW B2 Canterbury South 33kV Renewable 0.64% 

8 6.25MW B2 Folkestone Grid 33kV Renewable 8.38% 

9 6.25MW B2 Baldslow 11kV Renewable 8.62% 

10 6.25MW B2 Sellindge Local 33kV Renewable 8.38% 

11  6.25MW B2 Morehall 132/11kV Renewable 8.38% 

12 6.25MW Rear B2 Betteshanger Grid 33kV Renewable 8.38% 

13 6.25MW B3 Maidstone Grid 33kV Renewable 0.64% 

 

As previously stated, during the development phase of the project one actual connection offer (for a 25MW generation 

site) was assessed and offered under the FDG arrangement. For this site, an additional economic analysis was 

developed in order to assess the benefits of the methodology. The results of the study are shown in Table 14. 

 
Table 14 – FDG benefits 

Required reinforcement 

for firm connection 

Firm connection cost 

[£k] 

Required reinforcement 

for FDG 

Flexible connection cost 

[£k] 
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New TX, switchboard and 

50km of 33kV cables.  
22,000 

Connection point to the 

network 
158 

The capital cost of a flexible connection arrangement is considerably lower than the equivalent required for a firm 

connection. For the other connection offers listed in Table 13, the required cost for a firm connection is considered to be 

between £20-30m, due to the requirements of underground high voltage (HV) cables, additional long distance switching 

stations, circuit breakers etc. The equivalent generation sites under an FDG arrangement would require just the cost of 

the local connection equipment – e.g. Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), power quality monitoring units, ANM units and 

cables. 

 

The new available generation of 100MW for 2017 is accessible with a maximum expected yearly curtailment of less than 

9% (subject to a separate curtailment study) of the potential maximum exportable energy. This means that the generators 

can connect with no impact on their working regime when they schedule their maintenance outages during the expected 

curtailment period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.6 Key Considerations during Functional Trials  

 

A key consideration assessed during the functional trials was the use of a full transmission network model for 

assessing network conditions, rather than an equivalent network model.  

6.7 Full National Grid Model 

 

Prior to the KASM project, infrastructure planners did not have access to the full NG network model for their offline 

calculations. An equivalent model was built using information received by NG and applied to all new connection 

assessments. The project requested and obtained the Grid Code change GC0092 – Using National Grid model for long 

term planning to allow DNOs to work with complete transmission network data and to improve the quality of their 

simulations. NG in fact released its “week 42” model to DNOs, including impedance values, transmission line lengths 

etc. 

 

With the introduction of the full transmission model, a more detailed assessment was possible. During the trials the 

infrastructure planners and trials manager tested the characteristics of the new complete transmission and distribution 

model and the key differences. 

 

Particular attention was focused on fault levels since they are affected directly by impedances upstream of the selected 

fault points and hence by the NG model. As expected, there are differences in the fault levels calculated on different 

parts of the network. As shown in Table 15, where the calculated values are positive it means that the current connection 

assessment overestimated the fault magnitude (and underestimated when negative values were calculated). 

  

Capacity for new connections is available depending on the level of flexibility of new generators. The FDG 

connection is considered the best long-term solution for the area, able to connect more than 100MW in the 

next few years. 
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Table 15 – A comparison of the Equivalent Model and (minus) Full NG Model 

 
 

Accurate calculations of fault levels on the distribution network provide an indication of the realistic required 

reinforcement in terms of electrical component rating and resolve the issues of the 400kV equivalent model uncertainty, 

due to approximations of lines impedances, power injection values, etc. For example, higher fault current was found at 

Canterbury South using the full transmission network model. This could result in a more onerous maintenance regime 

or asset requirement (circuit breakers, bus bars, etc) or, in the case of lower fault levels on other parts of the network, 

release the constraints of the network and allow the design engineers to specify better assets for running the network 

in the future. 

 

As a result of the project, the full transmission network model was released to the SPN infrastructure planners for the 

first time in November 2017 and is now part of the BAU process.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Visibility of the transmission network allowed UK Power Networks’ infrastructure planners to assess the 

characteristics of the distribution network (fault level, power flow etc) without the uncertainty of an 

equivalent model and increased the quality of information provided to customers. 
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7 Considerations for selecting, designing and installing KASM solutions 

The KASM project has developed two key solutions known as the CAS and FM. This section of the report sets out the 

key factors that other DNOs should take into consideration when selecting, designing and installing a CAS and FM for 

the purposes of reliability management, outage management and capacity management. These three areas are 

considered to be the main use cases for the functional trials which were run during the project. Further detail on UK 

Power Networks’ KASM roll-out strategy is provided in our SDRC 9.6 report, which will be published on UK Power 

Networks’ Innovation website. 

 

7.1 Considerations for selecting a CAS and FM  

 

When selecting a CAS and FM for the purposes of reliability management, outage management and capacity 

management it is important to consider a number of factors. Some apply to all three use cases, others are more relevant 

to a specific use case. A critical factor is the costs associated with the software, and whether the benefits of using the 

software across the use cases will deliver the required return on investment.  

 

The foundation for selecting a tool for each use case is to consider functional and non-functional requirements. Each 

use case may have varying requirements based on their use case. For example, for the purpose of reliability 

management, a control engineer may require the CA software to provide a calculated result within a one-minute time 

frame as they are operating the network in real time, whereas an infrastructure planner may only require this to be within 

five minutes due to the nature of their work.  

 

When selecting CA and forecasting software it is important to consider the maturity of any existing software. If the 

software is an off-the-shelf solution, the timescales required for implementation will be significantly less than if a 

bespoke solution is required. However, off-the-shelf solutions will be more dependent on standard data sets, which 

may be challenging to provide if the DNO does not have industry standard information delivery methods such as 

Common Information Model (CIM). Each of the use cases has existing tools which need to be considered if an interface 

between the new software and existing software is required. For a control engineer, a key consideration will be the 

interface with the distribution management system (DMS).  

 

If a mature software solution has been selected, it is important to consider whether the solution is structured in a modular 

structure whereby single software modules can deliver benefits without being dependent on other modules. When 

considering the outage management use case, the trial period has highlighted that significant benefits can be realised 

from using the FM without the CAS. However, as both systems are interdependent, it is more complex to roll out the FM 

as it is not configured as a stand-alone solution.  

7.2 Considerations for designing a CAS and FM 

 

When designing a CAS and FM for the purposes of reliability management, outage management and capacity 

management there are several factors to consider. At this point it is assumed that the software has already been selected 

based on requirements, however further design is required in order to deliver the requirements. 

 

During the KASM project, data mapping and data quality were a key challenge affecting all use cases. When designing 

the solutions it is important to ensure that a clear data strategy is agreed with all stakeholders, including the 

vendor, the project team, subject matter experts and users of the final solutions.  

 

When designing the software and infrastructure it is important to consider the required availability of the software for 

each use case. If the software is considered critical (i.e. it is in regular use and relied upon by control engineers), the 

levels of software availability must be very high and this will require significant infrastructure design considerations. For 

the Capacity Management use case, the solution may require lower levels of availability due to the engineers modelling 
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scenarios in longer time frames rather than real time. The lower software availability would have lower costs associated 

with it.  

 

Throughout the project, including the design phase, it has been important to consider the user interface of the solution. 

Traditionally, power flow modelling software has required significant amounts of training before users are comfortable in 

using the applications. In addition, these solutions require substantial manual instruction to set up models and ensure 

the software produces a converging result. In an offline modelling environment (e.g. the Capacity Management and 

Outage Management use cases), this is considered to be acceptable.  In a real-time environment (the Reliability 

Management use case), the interface needs to be very intuitive and simple to use. When designing a tool for these use 

cases the complexity of the interface may differ and needs to be agreed with key users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the design phase of the project, it was noted that different levels of model granularity are available in existing 

tools used by control engineers, outage planners and infrastructure planners. It was noted that certain assets are 

modelled in PowerOn (UK Power Networks’ DMS) but not in PowerFactory. When designing CA software for each use 

case it is important to consider which network models should be used and what the impact of any simplifications might 

be. During the KASM trials it was noted that some assets e.g. Air Break Switch Disconnectors were not all modelled in 

the CA software, which though not a concern for infrastructure planners was highlighted as a requirement for control 

engineers.  

7.3 Considerations for installing a CAS and FM 

 

When installing a CAS and FM for the purposes of reliability management, outage management and capacity 

management, there are several factors to consider. At this point it is assumed that the software has already been 

selected and designed based on requirements, however installation is still required. 

 

During the trial period, the CAS and the FM required manual installations for each use case. This was manageable 

during the trials but would be challenging if the user base for the solution were to increase significantly. It is 

recommended that for a large user base, automatic deployment and updating using UK Power Networks’ standard 

enterprise solution for application management requires the CAS and the FM to be packaged as an MSI (Microsoft 

Installer) or a script that can run unattended.  

 

When considering the installation of CA and FM for the purposes of reliability management, it is likely that this software 

will be accessible from the control room. The control room environment has additional levels of security associated with 

it and so it is important to consider additional security requirements when installing software in the control room.   

 

  

To achieve the best value and highest utilisation, applications must be developed with usability at the 

forefront of consideration. 

 

Control Engineer 
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8 Conclusions 
 

This SDRC 9.5 report describes the key evidence from completing the Reliability Management, Outage Management 

and Capacity Management trials. The trials were completed between May and November 2017 and used a suite of tools 

to demonstrate the benefits of the CAS and FM in each of the use cases trialled. The following sections describe the key 

outcomes.  

 

Reliability Management Trials  

 
The project successfully completed the functional Reliability Management trials with a number of UK Power Networks 
control engineers. The trials demonstrated data collection from a number of transmission substations, including 
Grain, Kemsley, Cleve Hill, Canterbury North, Sellindge, Dungeness and Ninfield. In addition, the CAS presented the 
sensitivity of contingencies on the transmission network to violations on the distribution network – see  Figure 
5.  
 
During the trials the CAS analysed 13,329 cases. Out of these cases, 89% demonstrated a converging power flow 
solution, which is considered to be highly successful in a real-time environment, where no manual intervention is 
applied. For the 11,870 converging cases, UK Power Networks’ engineers were able to understand the sensitivity of 18 
credible contingencies on the transmission and distribution network. This information supports control engineers who 
manage the network in real time by providing information which allows them to understand network conditions under the 
next credible fault scenario. 
 

 
 
Overall, this first-of-a-kind real-time CA trial in a DNO control room has identified key learnings and highlights the benefits 
that CA and FM can provide to control room engineers. UK Power Networks believes that these capabilities are 
fundamental when managing the network more actively, as DNOs transition to DSOs. 

 

Outage Management Trials 

 

During the trial period, the outage planners were successfully able to assess the potential benefits of using the KASM 

tools to reduce distributed generation curtailment. Overall, when analysing four outages it was highlighted that using 

forecast generation data instead of worst-case assumptions could reduce curtailment by approximately 3,000MWh 

Considering that only 10% of outages with potential curtailment requirements occurred this year, it is anticipated that 

in 2018 the solution could reduce the annual predicted curtailment by a conservative estimate of 8000MWh. The 

final value will depend on the future network topology and weather conditions that may impact on the amount of curtailed 

generation (i.e. concurrent outages in the same geographical area, actual and forecasted high energy production from 

DG, etc.). This is in line with the expected benefits defined at the beginning of the project.  

 

A key consideration in the Outage Management trials was the accuracy of the forecasters. The accuracy of the 

forecaster heavily impacts the value it provides. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the errors for two different wind 

forecasts over the trial period. It can be noted that one forecast is very accurate over a significant number of data points 

whereas the other forecast produces high errors over the trial period. Considering similar weather data is used for both 

these sites, it is expected that the training data is the reason for high errors in one site rather than the other. Another 

point to consider is that although the accuracy may be low across multiple data points, the forecaster may be able to 

forecast the peak very accurately over a 24-hour period. Considering the outage planner will most likely use the forecast 

peak over a time period, this is considered a valuable benefit.  

 

KASM is UK Power Networks’ first control room real-time system to analyse networks in advance of the 
switching actions.  Should the analysis predict unfavourable conditions there will be an opportunity to 
mitigate them.  This is of most value to the control engineer. 
 

Control Engineer 
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Capacity Management Trials 

 

During the trials, infrastructure planning engineers successfully assessed real and future connection requests to 

understand how the KASM solutions and processes would reduce the reinforcement required in a connection offer. The 

trials identified the released network capacity based on two trial methodologies. The first methodology investigated 

opportunities to move away from worst-case planning practices and the second investigated the availability of network 

capacity using flexible connections.  

 

The trials highlighted that in order to move away from worst-case planning assumptions, DNOs would need real-

time control of these generators. This control could be in the form of active network management schemes or more 

simple intertrip schemes. When assessing the capacity in the East Kent area for flexible generation connections it was 

found that approximately 100MW could be made available for customers who are willing to accept some levels of 

constraint management.  

 

In addition, the trials reinforced the benefits of utilising a full transmission network model when performing power flow 

calculations. They demonstrated that using equivalent models can underestimate certain network conditions. UK 

Power Networks is working with NG to create a “week 42” network model which includes the full transmission network. 

 

Considerations for selecting, designing and installing a CAS and FM 

 

This report has highlighted a number of key considerations for selecting, designing and installing CA and FM for each of 

the described use cases.  

 

Key considerations for selecting a CAS and FM: 

 Clear functional and non-functional requirements 

 Is the software bespoke or off-the-shelf? How will this impact development time frames? 

 Is the solution based on standard data model exchange protocols, e.g. CIM?  

Key considerations for designing a CAS and FM: 

 Clear data strategy for sourcing all required data inputs 

 Does the solution need very high availability, or does it not matter if the solution is unavailable for a few hours? 

 Have the users been involved in the user interface design? 

Key considerations for installing a CAS and FM: 

 Security when installing in a highly critical environment such as the control room 

 Could the solution be automatically installed without significant manual intervention? 

As the project comes to a close, it has successfully demonstrated the evidence criteria set out in the Project Direction for 

SDRC 9.5. We recognise the benefits the KASM tools can provide and describe the BAU transition of these tools in our 

SDRC 9.6 report, which will be published in December 2017.  
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9 Appendix 
 

9.1 Real-Time Trial Analysis Example 

 

This section provides a detailed description of Case Study 4: assessment in real time of network status during a 

switching action and change of network topology of Ninfield 132kV substation. 

 

The planned outage is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14 –  Case Study 4 topology 

 
 

Breaker 305 at Ninfield required planned maintenance works. This was scheduled in the UK Power Networks outage 

plan for 22 November 2017. The control engineer responsible for that area had to execute the switching of breakers 305 

and 705 at Hastings substation in order to allow the field engineers to undertake the maintenance works for the 132kV 

circuit breaker. Before opening the circuit, the field engineers asked for confirmation of the remote opening of the 

breakers. Before doing so, the control engineer coordinated the switching action with the field engineers at Ninfield 

substation. Once the field engineers had confirmed they were ready to work, the control engineer’s manager performed 

real-time analysis of the consequences of that switching action with the KASM CAS, with support from the trials manager. 

 
Figure 17 shows a screenshot of the CAS and PowerOn. 
 

The analysis showed that an opening of the 305 and 705 circuit breakers would have created a secure network running 

arrangement – as shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 – Secure network status after switching 

 
 

The control engineers were able to execute the planned action (shown in Figure 16) with a confirmed secure (no voltage 

or thermal violations) status of the network based on real-time data and maintaining a safe working environment for the 

field engineer. Note that column 3 in Figure 16 has been blurred for confidentiality reasons. 

 
Figure 16 – Operations history in PowerOn 
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Figure 17 - Case Study 4 – CAS and PowerOn views 
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9.2 Generators Contemporary Factors in Outage Planning  

 

The outage planners were able to assess the non-contemporary manifestation of the maximum output of a renewable 

generator using the FM. Not all of the renewable generators are producing power at the same time and at their maximum 

capacity. Some generators were used as examples in particularly constrained areas of the network and additional 

functionalities were developed during the trial period in order to confirm these assumptions and enhance the KASM 

methodology. 

 

The FM are able to predict generation peaks for the days ahead, but also to prove the non-contemporary maximum (or 

minimum) outputs of selected generators using historical sets of data, as shown in Figure 18 below. 

 
Figure 18 – Maximum/Minimum Analysis 

 
 

A simplified example to better understand the impact of the forecaster on the curtailment assessment is reported 

below. 

 

Figure 19 shows the curtailment assessment for an outage of a simple generic network with three distributed generators, 

two main distribution lines and two electrical loads. The outage under analysis concerns maintenance of one of the two 

main distribution lines. 
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The remaining active line is not able to sustain the maximum admissible power flow from the generators to the distribution 

network. 

 

Three cases have been analysed: 

 
1- Peak Power Base Case, where the outage planner has no indication of future generation profiles and sets his 

assumptions as the maximum generation output 

2- Peak Power Outage Curtailment, where the outage planner decides to curtail based on the assumption at point 

1 

3- Forecast/Real Power Outage (KASM), where the outage planner knows the expected generation profile and 

does not need to curtail any generators 

As shown in the table below, using the current process (PEAK POWER OUTAGE) the generators will be contacted in 

order to limit their export (total -40MW) during the planned outage. 

 

Using the KASM process (FORECASTED POWER OUTAGE) the generators will not be informed of a limitation because 

the forecast power generation is within the limit during the outage. 

 
Table 16 – Difference between current outage planning and KASM outage planning 

 GEN Capacity Peak Power Method KASM Method Real Output 

GEN A 50 50 50 30 

GEN B 40 30 40 40 

GEN C 30 0 30 10 

Additional feeder - 10 0 - 

Total curtailment - 40 0 - 
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Figure 19 – Example of non-contemporary generation 
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The benefits are listed below and in  Figure 20. 
 

- Optimised communication between UK Power Networks and customers by avoiding non-required 

constraints 

- Reduction of required curtailment per generator 

- Optimised repartition of curtailment 

 Figure 20 – Benefits of KASM in outage planning 

 

9.3 Outage Planning Trial Analysis Example 

 

In line with the outage management trials, this section provides a detailed description of Case Study 3. 

 

In line with the EHV Outage Plan, maintenance works for Transformer GT1, located at Herne Bay Grid 132/33kV 

substation, were planned for August 2017. The outage started on 13 August and finished on 15 August. 

The running arrangement is described in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 - Case Study 3 running arrangement 

 

 
 

The outage was simulated on weekday and weekend configuration with the interconnector with France at Sellindge 

importing power. The output of the conventional method (distributed generation set at maximum installed capacity) 

required the curtailment of a 49.5MW peak for one large local windfarm. 
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By introducing forecast distributed generation output for the windfarm and PVs, the results of the analysis changed 
dramatically as shown in Table 17. 
 

Table 17 - Forecasted output of renewables generators 

Type Peak Forecast Value [MW] Capacity [MW] 

Wind 5.5244 50 

Wind 5.0137 90 

Wind 21.8052 90 

Wind 20.9471 150 

Wind 25.5408 150 

Wind 59.9224 64 

Photovoltaic 1.5784 4.4 

Photovoltaic 4.0973 6 

Photovoltaic 2.7277 4.2 

Photovoltaic 2.463 4.2 

Photovoltaic 3.444 7 

Photovoltaic 5.6602 10 

Photovoltaic 10.7435 15 

Photovoltaic 3.6431 5.5 

Photovoltaic 10.8262 18 

Photovoltaic 5.8378 9.5 

Photovoltaic 3.522 5.2 

Photovoltaic 6.268 12 

Photovoltaic 11.4429 15 

Photovoltaic 4.1455 5.1 

Photovoltaic 4.2 7.6 

Photovoltaic 30.9619 39 

 

By applying these values and the safety factors described in Section 5.4.1 in the area affected by the outage the 

results are: 
Table 18 - Case Study 3 results 

Case 
Network 

Status 

Thermal 

Violation 

Voltage 

Violation 

Step Voltage 

Violation 
Curtailment 

Conventional Insecure N/A N/A N/A 49.5MW 

KASM  Secure 0 0 0 Not required 

KASM +SF% Secure 0 0 0 Not required 

 

In both cases, using realistic expected output values of the local generators, the curtailment that was initially required 

to maintain the network in a secure status was removed. 
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9.4 Example of Data Quality Issues 

 

Example 1 

 

The Steel Cross transformer had incorrect rating and tap changer information recorded in PowerOn. During the trials the 

CAS was under test and scrutiny by the trials manager and the trial participants. Recurrent voltage violations (highlighted 

in yellow in Figure 22 below) were found at particular substations. One of these substations was Steel Cross 33/6.6kV. 

 
Figure 22 – Voltage violations at Steel Cross (CAS screenshot) 

 
 
The trials manager ran a detailed investigation of this issue and found that there was a misalignment between 
PowerOn and DigSILENT Powerfactory data, as shown in the following screenshots.  
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Figure 23 – Steel Cross transformer data (PowerFactory) 

 
 

Figure 24 – Steel Cross transformer data (PowerOn) 

 
 

The data was then aligned with collaboration from infrastructure planners and network analysts. The final result was 

resolution of those issues and increased overall accuracy of the CA.  
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Example 2 

 

During the trials, the status estimation residuals highlighted some consistently high values on specific points of the 

132kV network. After a detailed investigation the project development team identified that one of the SCADA 

transducers was blocked to the same value.  

 
Figure 25 - Blocked SCADA sensor 

 
 
The project team raised the issue with the Network Operations departments and introduced a data quality check-step 
while working in the CAS so as to avoid estimation errors.  

 


